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 The aim of the paper is to relate the cost of two-bedroom houses to the income of low 
income civil servants and examine the possibility of acquiring PPP houses through the 
National Housing Fund (NHF) contributions in Nigeria. Structured questionnaires were 
sent to selected housing developers and the low income civil servants from the Federal 
Housing Authority (FHA) and mass housing department of the Federal Capital 
Development Authority (FCDA) Abuja and the data collected were analyzed using 
frequency analysis. Part of the finding is that institutional arrangement put in place is 
not strong enough. Therefore, the paper concluded among others that, with PPP 
arrangement that off-set the cost of land and basic infrastructures, N3m is adequate for a 
two-bedroom house in Abuja and elsewhere in the country. The study therefore, 
suggested full implementation of a strong market oriented PPP housing delivery.  
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Introduction  

House ownership is a long dream of all civil servants regardless of status and 

since its acquisition involved huge finance, most low income civil servants build their 

houses incrementally with the passage of time as the number of families and their 

financial capabilities increase. Clark and Digha (2013) noted that between 35-45% of 

the monthly income of the low income earners were spent on accommodation (rent) 

against the 20% recommended by the United Nation. The inadequate income made it 

imperative for them to rely on public housing provision for decent accommodation 

and where it is not available they have to manage the expensive squalid private rented 

houses. In Nigeria PPP housing commenced in 2000 with the mass housing 

programmes of the Federal Government in Abuja. It was not until 2005 that the pro- 
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curement method got the legal backing or framework i.e. (Infrastructure Concession 

Regulatory Commission Act of 2005). 

The study therefore, relates the cost of two-bedroom houses to the income of 

low income civil servants and examines the possibility of acquiring PPP houses 

through the National Housing Fund if accessed. The first comprehensive National 

housing policy came to being in 1991 and was reviewed in 2002, 2006, and 2012 as a 

result of difficulties in meeting the set goals and objectives (Ukwayi, et al. 2012). The 

policy framework outlined the major areas of development and improvement such as 

housing finance, land registration, building materials, legal, regulatory and 

institutional framework needed for a sustainable housing delivery in the country. 

Inadequate institutional framework and housing finance have long being identified as 

the most critical factors militating against affordable housing delivery to the low 

income earners in Nigeria. This issue however, is highly contentious, highly 

politicized by the governments, as every government has its own housing programme 

with none achieving the goal since independence in 1960. Various options have been 

adopted and the current approach in providing affordable housing for the majority of 

Nigerians who are the low income earners is the public private partnership.  

An overview of housing delivery policies and programmes in Nigeria. 

• The first period (Pre-independence 1960) 

Nigeria gained its independence from Britain in 1960. During this period, 

government efforts are seen in providing houses for the expatriate colonial masters 

and selected senior civil servants in police, army and railways in the Government 

Reservation Areas (GRA) which are in existence in Nigerian towns till today. There 

was no effort during this period to improve the housing condition of the low income 

civil servants. The first urban renewal attempt was the slum clearance after the 

bubonic plague of 1928-1929 in Lagos, the then capital of Nigeria and later the 

construction of additional houses in Surulere and other parts of Lagos in preparation 

for the independence.The establishment of Nigerian Building Society (NBS) in 1956 

to provide mortgage loans to both public and private citizens, the introduction of 

African Civil Servants Staff Housing Fund and the regional governments 

establishment of housing corporations meant to provide housing for the people, were 

noticeable housing development activities during the period (Ikejiofor, 1998). 

• The second period (Post-independence periods, 1960-1999) 

Several researches indicate efforts by governments over the years to solve the 

housing problems with the ultimate goal of ensuring that all Nigerians own or have 

access to safe, decent and healthy housing at affordable cost, (Olotua, 2000, Agbola, 
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2006, Ibem, 2011). According to Taiwo (2009) housing delivery over the years has 

been plagued with the problems of availability, accessibility and affordability as the 

government for a very long time accepted the enormous responsibility of providing 

housing for the citizens. However, the provision of adequate shelter for the citizens 

require huge financial resources which the government alone cannot bear, because of 

the contradictions within the political economy - that is, the problem of matching 

resources with needs at all levels (Taiwo, 2009, Madawaki 2011). This may somehow 

be easier in the then former socialist countries where the state either owns or has the 

controlling shares in the construction companies and also where the state subsidizes 

housing inputs to provide affordable housing for its citizens (Andreyev, 1985). This is 

in contrast to the practice in capitalist and particularly mixed economy countries like 

Nigeria where licensed entrepreneurs freely initiate, finance and build houses for the 

public based upon suitable arrangements between the state and the licensees (Bhatia, 

2008).  The government in the past articulated and implemented various land and 

financial reforms capable of revolutionizing the housing sector in Nigeria, but these 

have not yielded the desired results. These include the Federal Government of Nigeria 

(FGN) acquisition of 100% ownership of Nigerian Building Society and its 

transformation into Federal Mortgage Bank, vide Decree 7 of 1977. The current re-

engineering of Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria(FMBN) which resulted into a 

framework of two-tier financial structure, the FMBN on one hand and Savings Banks, 

Building Societies, Credit Union and Housing Corporation on the other. In addition, 

the land use decree 1978 had the intention of easing the land acquisition and 

distribution. In Nigeria the government has always been the provider of all basic 

amenities and infrastructures, such as Schools, Roads, Hospitals, Refineries, 

Housings etc, which are considered social responsibility and not economic per se. The 

public is under the illusion that the government must provide these amenities and 

infrastructures and where it fails, it serves as a barometer for judging the success or 

failure of the government. 

In 1962, the first National Development Plan NDP (1962 – 1968) was 

introduced which was aimed at producing 24,000 housing units during the planed 

period. Unfortunately, only 500 housing units representing 2.10 % were built, before 

the outbreak of the civil war in 1967. Four years later in 1971, the National Council 

on Housing, consisting of all state commissioners for housing was established. The 

FGN planned to build 59,000 housing units between 1972 and 1973 from which 60% 

of the houses would be for the low income earners, 25% for the middle income 

earners and 15% for the high income earners. Out of 59,000 units 15,000 were to be 

built in Lagos and 4,000 each in the remaining 11 state capitals then. The FHA was 
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established in 1973 to directly construct and supervise the housing projects. The 

projects conceived housing delivery for all income strata of society and this marked 

the first significant and direct attempt by the FGN to provide houses for the low 

income civil servants. As part of the efforts to achieve this, the ROMCONSULT of 

Romania was engaged to study the housing situation in Nigeria and recommend a 

programme for its improvement. Part of ROMCONSULT’s recommendations was the 

establishment a  new housing estate with a coordinated and planned expansion of 

water, electricity, sewage, transportation, waste collection and disposal (Asiodu, 

2001). The third National Development Plan (1975-1980) planned to build 202,000 

housing units but like the previous one only 28,500 units representing 14.1% were 

built (Amao, et al, 2013). A plan was designed for the construction of 202,000 

housing units annually. 46,000 units were planned for Lagos, 12,000 for Kaduna and 

8,000 each for the remaining 18 state capitals. During the period the state 

governments were also asked to directly participate in the construction while the FHA 

was to provide the necessary infrastructures. The target groups were the low income 

earners whose annual income did not exceed N5, 000 p.a, for the one-bedroom houses 

and N8, 000 for three-bedroom houses, (medium income earners). 

In an attempt to correct the failure in implementation and inadequacies of the past 

housing policies and programmes, FGN appointed a ten-man committee in 1990 to 

among other things, take positive steps to ensure that the less privileged members of the 

society have access to affordable houses. This resulted to formulation of a 

comprehensive National Housing Policy in 1991 which was revised in 2004 to take care 

of the problems encountered in its implementation. This policy was aimed at ensuring 

that all Nigerians own or have access to decent and safe housing at affordable cost by 

the year 2000. The strategies for achieving this were expected to be the restructuring of 

institutions, creating new structures and promulgation of new enabling laws.  

• The third period (the period between 2000-2015) 

The presidential technical Committee on Housing & Urban Development was 

also set up in 2001 to address the new housing reforms given the current 

unsatisfactory performance and challenges and its recommendation includes the 

followings: Restructuring of Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria, Creation of Real 

Estate Developers Association of Nigeria (REDAN) and Building Materials 

Producers Association of Nigeria (BUMPAN). The FMBN was restructured to 

operate solely as a secondary mortgage institution, at the same time to serve as an 

agent of the National Housing Trust Fund and as an operator in the capital market. 

Hence, an estate development loan window has been created to provide loan to real 

estate developers in Nigeria. 
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To solve the problems of housing the low income earners according to Ukoje 

and Kanu 2014, the government adopted a more market oriented approach by 

initiating and inviting the private sectors in to mass housing development which 

started in Abuja in 2000. It has been shown that PPP is more efficient through a 

properly functioning housing market than through the public agencies (UNCHS, 1997 

and Akintoye, 2006). The government then maintained the role of facilitator, enabler, 

regulator and not the provider of public houses as it was in the past.  

The Federal Capital Development Authority (FCDA) embarked on housing 

development, specifically targeted at low and medium income earners, through the 

allocation of parcels of land to private developers, to build houses and sell to 

members of the public under the condition that they will make the low income earners 

the beneficiaries. The developers were given lands ranging between 5 and100 

hectares to develop housing estates (Table 1). With this the foundation of private 

sector led mass housing delivery was laid. 

Table 1 

Land allocated to PPP developers for mass housing development 

by district, 2000-2003 

District 
Total 

allocation to 
developers 

Lowest size 
allocated 
(Ha) 

Highest size 
allocated 
(Ha) 

Total 
Hectares 

Av. size 
allocated 
(Ha) 

Dakwo 20 5 20 204 10.20 

Galadimawa 21 20 30 460 21.90 

Kafe 26 15 100 567 21.81 

Lokogoma 61 5 100 731 11.98 

Mbora 10 10 25 170 17.00 

Wunba 46 5 40 478 10.39 

Total 184   2610  

Source: Jibril&Garba (2012). 

Housing Institutions 

i. Public Housing Delivery Agencies in Abuja 

There are two public housing delivery agencies in Abuja: The Federal Housing 

Authority of Nigeria (FHAN) and the Mass Housing Department under the Federal 

Capital Development Authority (FCDA). The Federal housing authority is a federal 

agency established through Decree 40 of 1973, now CAP 130 law of the Federation 
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of Nigeria 1990, to implement Federal government housing policies and programmes. 

The Department of mass housing was established in 2005 to facilitate and regulate the 

mass housing scheme, to develop Federal Capital Territory (FCT), housing policies 

and regulations in line with the existing National and FCT Laws. The Department is 

also mandated to prepare manuals which will specify standards for planning, design 

and basic infrastructure in accordance with FCT regulations and National Building 

Codes, secure an assurance of the developer’s managerial, technical and financial 

abilities and to establish benchmark and checklist for all developers which should be 

certified before the commencement of any mass housing development discussions. 

ii. Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria (FMBN) and Housing Finance 

The FMBN was established as a direct intervention by the government to develop 

houses for Nigerians. The bank is expected to expand and coordinate mortgage lending 

throughout the country, using resources from deposits mobilized and equity 

contribution by the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) and Federal Government at interest 

rates below the market rates (Sanusi, 2013). FMBN has the responsibility to promote 

mortgage lending and manage Nigerian housing policy as the apex mortgage institution. 

The bank raises its capital from the National Housing Fund (NHF). Applications for the 

loan are made to FMBN through the Primary Mortgage Institutions (PMIs). 

Housing finance - Housing in Nigeria is financed formally by borrowing from 

corporate financial institutions (commercial banks, merchant banks, Federal 

Mortgage Bank of Nigeria, Primary Mortgage Institutions and the employer of 

labour) and informally through savings, borrowing or assistance from friends, 

relations and families. Currently the alternative procurement method PPP is embraced 

by the government of all nations, (Austin, 2008, Andrew and Allison, 2006). PPP by 

nature offers innovative finance alternative for the infrastructural services delivery 

and can be employed for sustainable housing development in Nigeria. 

Housing finance needs to be thoroughly examined given the significant role it 

plays in housing delivery, more so, as the majority of Nigerians cannot access loans 

from formal financial institutions because of high interest rates which is between 19% 

- 22% before the current economic recession, a situation that makes the contribution 

of formal financing to housing development less than 20%.  

iii. Primary Mortgage Institutions (PMIs) 

Up till mid-1980s the Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria remained the only 

mortgage institution in the country but it has little impact on housing delivery. The 

establishment of PMIs through the decree No 53 of 1989 provided an opportunity for 
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the private sector to participate and operate mortgage finance for private housing 

developers. Record shows that up till 2005 only 26 out of 36 states in Nigeria have 

PMIs and they are mainly in the south west (Madawaki,2011). 

Table 2 

Primary Mortgage Banks in Nigeria 

S/N State 

Av. 
Mortgagor’s 
G.ann. 

Income (Nm) 

Unit 
cost of 
house 
(Nm) 

Mean 
av. 
Cost 

S/N State 

Av. 
Mortgagor’s 
G. ann. 

Income (Nm) 

Unit 
cost of 
house 
(Nm) 

Mean 
av. 
Cost 

1 Abia 6.00 3.10 - 14 Kano 6.00 2.70 - 

2 
Akwa 
Ibom 

8.00 3.20 - 15 Katsina 6.00 3.20 - 

3 Anambra 6.00 3.00 - 16 Kebbi 6.00 3.10 - 

4 Bauchi 6.00 2.60 - 17 Kwara 6.00 2.80 - 

5 Benue 6.00 2.40 - 18 Lagos 8.00 4.10 - 

6 
Cross 
River 

8.00 3.40 - 19 Nassarawa 6.00 3.50 - 

7 Delta 8.00 2.80 - 20 Niger 6.00 2.50 - 

8 Eboyi 8.00 3.00 - 21 Ogun 6.00 2.90 - 

9 Edo 8.00 2.90 - 22 Ondo 6.00 2.90 - 

10 Enugu 6.00 3.20 - 23 Osun 6.00 2.80 - 

11 
FCT-
Abuja 

8.00 4.40 - 24 Rivers 8.00 2.80 - 

12 Gombe 6.00 2.60 - 25 Taraba 6.00 2.60 - 

13 Kaduna 6.00 2.90 - 26 Yobe 6.00 2.50 - 

         3.01 

Source: Culled from Madawaki, (2011). 

Public Private Partnership Housing delivery for the civil servants 

All National Housing Policies and Programmes are directed towards providing 

affordable housing for the low income earners who constitute the majority of 

population. It was in view of this that the national housing fund was established in 

1992 to provide loanable funds to workers both in public and private organizations. 

The 1991 Nigeria Housing Policy established NHF through a mandatory contribution 

of 2.5% of the monthly salary of any worker earning more than three thousand naira 

(N3000), about eleven dollars (USD 11) then. The interest on this savings is 2%, 

repayable at the age of 60 or on death of a contributor. In addition to this, FMBN 
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received contributions from the Federal Government, commercial banks, insurance 

companies and pension funds. The contributors to the NHF, after six months of 

contributions, are entitled to a long -term loan of five million Naira (N5,000,000), for 

a period of up-to 30 years, depending on age and the year of service of the 

contributor. The loan is to enable them to purchase a house, renovate, rehabilitate, or 

expand the existing ones, or to buy land and build houses on their own. However, if 

the N 5,000,000 is not enough for the contributor, an additional loan can be sought at 

the prevailing market rate through the PMIs. Applications for the loans are made to 

FMBN through the PMIs. 

• Build-Own-Sell (BOS) method of public private partnership. 

BOS is the most popular form of PPP housing arrangement for the civil servants. 

In Build–Own-Sell model, the developer is the principal. If it is the public 

developer, the housing corporation would be the initiator of the programme and 

would work together with the ministries of housing and urban development which 

will provide the blue print for the scheme. The land for the building would be 

supplied by the government and the construction work would be financed through 

FMBN’s secondary loans. If the initiator of the housing programme is a private 

developer that is an individual or a Primary Mortgage Institution (PMI), the 

government then becomes partner that facilitates, regulates and supplies the required 

land for the developments. The housing construction work may be funded through 

FMBN’s secondary loans acquired by the individual developer or by the PMI on its 

own. If a PMI solely finances the housing scheme then the project is called Private 

Finance Initiative (PFI). Whichever the case, it is mandatory by the law that housing 

units produced through FMBN’s funding must be sold to NHF-contributors only. The 

units developed would then be purchased through their savings alone or through the 

savings added to FMBN’s loans. This method guarantees sustainable housing 

development for the civil servants if well structured, managed and implemented. 

The 3
rd
 ASO housing exhibition and conference were held on 11

th
-13

th
 April 

2013 in Abuja. The developers presented prices of one-, two-, three-, four- and five-

bedroom houses to the conference. The price for two-bedroom houses ranged 

between 4 – 38million Naira, though the houses are on different locations, sizes, 

qualities and standard. These developers include the Federal Housing Authority 

(FHA), ASO Investment and Development Company, GREENGARDENS 

consultants limited, NET CONSTRUCT Nigeria Limited, NEWHAVEN cooperative 

city home owners, CITY VIEW estates limited. Among the developer’s presentations, 

NEWHAVEN offers the lowest prices and conditions attractive to the low income 

civil servants, with the prices of 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms at 3,000,000 Nm, 4,000, 000 
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Nm and 5,000,000 Nm respectively, the equity contributions of 20%, the interest rate 

of 6% for the civil servants and 12% for none civil servants. Also the NEWHAVEN 

offered mortgage tenure of 10-25 years, subject to age of the prospective house buyer.  

The civil service structures 

The Nigerian Civil Service has its origins in organizations established during the 

colonial period. Britain has one of the oldest civil services in the world. The Nigerian 

civil service structure is tailored towards the British, its colonial master (Ujo 2001). It 

consists of employees in Nigerian government agencies other than the military. Most 

employees are career civil servants in the Ministry, Department or Agency (MDA) who 

are progressing based on promotion, qualifications and seniority. Four classes or cadres 

in the civil service in Nigeria were set up during the colonial administration and 

remained so till today. These are the minor manipulative class, clerical class, the 

executive class and the administrative class. The minor manipulative class is the civil 

servant within salary grade level 01 – 03. They are the labourers, messengers, cleaners, 

drivers etc. with entry qualification of First School Leaving Certificate. This class is no 

longer in existence in most federal establishments as their services had been contracted 

out to independent contractors. The clerical class is the civil servant within the salary 

grade level 04 – 06, with entry qualifications of secondary school certificate. They are 

clerical officers and the typists who keep records and assist administrative and 

executive officers with their preliminary work. The two classes represent the low-

income civil servants (low income earners) and formed the majority. 

The Executive class are officers on grade level 07-12. They carry out day to day 

activities of Government business. They are the Assistant Executive Officer (AEO), 

Executive Officers (EO), Senior Executive Officers (SEO), Higher Executive Officers 

(HEO) and Principal Executive Officers (PEO). They constitute the middle income 

earners. The administrative class are officers on grade level 13-17, like the Permanent 

Secretary who is the administrative head and the Directors. They are in charge of the 

overall administration of the ministries, they formulate policies and advice the 

ministers/commissioners (Taiwo, 2009).  

Methodologyof study 

The study was carried out on the two public and few private housing delivery 

agencies in Abuja between September 2013 and February 2014 to relate the cost of 

PPP houses on offer with the amount the low income civil servants can afford and to 

see whether the maximum of five million Naira (N5000000) provided by the NHF 

loans is adequate for a two-bedroom house. It also examined the mortgage facilities 
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available to the civil servants. The study administered questionnaires to developers to 

elicit information on the cost of a two-bedroom house with a note that the capital cost 

of construction excludes the cost of land and primary infrastructures and that the 

building is of simple design, average standard of materials and finishes. A total of 75 

questionnaires were administered on purposely selected staff of the organizations, out 

of which 36 questionnaires representing 48% were returned and analyzed using 

frequency analysis, (Table 3). 

Table 3 

Cost of a two-bedroom house from the developers in million naira (Nm) 

Cost of a 2-bedroom house from the developers (Nm) Frequency % 

1,500,000 – 2,000,000 5 13.9% 

2,000,001 – 2,500,000 8 22.2% 

2,500,000 – 3,000,000 12 33.3% 

3,000,001 - 3,500.000 11 30.6% 

Total 36 100 

Source: Author’s field work (2013). 

Also, the list of low income civil servants was obtained from the payroll of the 

Federal Housing Authority and Mass Housing Department in FCDA from which a 

selection was made with the help of some technical assistants working with the 

agencies which distributed another set of 60 questionnaires to this category of civil 

servants out of which 31 representing 51.66% were returned. These questionnaires 

were equally analyzed using frequency analysis as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Cost of a two-bedroom house from the low income earners million naira (Nm) 

Cost of a 2-bedroom house from the low income earners (Nm) Frequency % 

1,500,000 – 2,000,000 16 51.6% 

2,000,001 – 2,500,000 12 38.7% 

2,500,000 – 3,000,000 2 6.5% 

3,000,001 - 3,500.000 1 3.2% 

Total 31 100 

Source: Author’s field work (2013). 
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On the possibility of acquiring PPP housing by the low income civil servants 

from the loans received from National Housing Fund (NHF), cost study of twenty 

two-bed room bungalows of different design, from registered Quantity Surveying 

firms were examined by the researcher.  

Analysis of data and discussion 

Table 3shows that the majority, 33.3% of the developers agreed that a two- 

bedroom house can be built in Abuja with about N2.5m – N3m, 30.6% agreed that it 

will take between N3m-N3.5% to build the two-bedroom house when the land is 

given and primary infrastructures were provided at no cost. 22.2% agreed that it will 

cost N2m- N2.5m. The remaining 13.9% agreed that it will cost between N1.5m-

N2m. This is in contrast to Table 4 where the majority (51.6) % of the low income 

civil servants wanted the 2-bedroom house at between NI.5m – M2m. 38.7% agreed 

the cost to be between N2m-N2.5m, while 6.5% and 3.2% of the low income civil 

servants agreed on between N2.5m- N3m and N3m –N3.5m respectively. This is not 

surprising as the prospective house owners will always want cheaper houses, figure 1. 

Cost of 2 bedroom house-developer’s perspective and Low incomes earner’s 

perspective 

 

Source: Author’s field work. 

Fig. 1. Cost of 2-bedroom houses from developer’s perspective 

and low income earners perspectives. 
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Also in table 2, literature survey of cost of two-bedroom bungalow in the twenty 

six states of the federation that has primary mortgage banks gives a mean average of 

3. 01 million naira. 

Therefore, the study revealed the mean average cost of about 3million Naira for 

the construction of a two-bedroom house. 

Conclusion  

Public Private Partnership (PPP) remained the only viable option for sustainable 

housing delivery to the low income earners in Abuja and elsewhere in the country 

because of its innovative finance ideas. In it the 2.50% monthly contributions to NHF 

qualify workers for a loan that can be used to build, buy, or renovate the existing 

building as the efforts of the governments over the years have not yielded desired 

result. Research has shown that with PPP arrangement where the land and basic 

infrastructures are provided free, a developer can build to an average standard a two-

bedroom house for the low income civil servants with 3 million Naira which is less 

than the maximum of five million Naira (N5million) that can be accessed by the 

contributors of the National Housing Fund from the Federal Mortgage Bank of 

Nigeria. 

Recommendations 

• the Government needs to intensify effort in collecting the contributions to the 

National Housing Fund and ease the access of low income earners to the maximum 

loan of five million Naira (N5 million) allowed. 

• Effort should be made to establish Primary mortgage banks in all states of the 

federation. 

• the Government should consider PPP as an alternative procurement option 

that offers innovative finance alternatives and ensure its full implementation in hous-

ing delivery especially for the low income earners with proper legislation. 
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